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One or two further pieces of information have come to light
relating to the late mediaeval pottery kilns at Silverdale reported
in Contrebis 2/2, 41-43. }~rst, one James Murton of Silverdale
exhibited at two meetings of the British Archaeological Association
in 1865 "examples of pottery spigot pots, with a greenish-brown
leaden glaze, which were unhesitatingly assigned by Mr. H. Syer Cuming
to the early part of the seventeenth century". The report of the
first meeting (JBAA 21 (1865) 83) states that remains of the "kilns
or ovens" were found "on high ground, where there is no clay, but .
where the soil is extremely thin on mountain limestone rock, a few
hundred yards from the sea-shore". Conjecture that the clay was
obtained "from peat mosses, about a mile and a half distant" :follows,
and mention is made 0f "names in the locality such as 'Oven Garth "'.
At the second meeting (JBAA 21 (1865) 353) Murton exhibited further
pottery including a vessel f1whichhad a square stamp in front 'which
seems to consist of the letters IHC "'. At this same meeting
Dr. Walling of Preston, stated to be a native of Silverdale, suggested
that clay was obtained at "Clay Holes Hoss, about a mile and a quarter
distant, which was being dug at the beginning of the present (nineteenth)
century. The pits numbered about thirty or forty, although many
had been filled in". Fields called Clayholes were in the vicinity
of Haweswater.

Another spot to which Silverdale pottery was traded is indicated
from an examination of pottery preserved from the excavations of
1923-24 at Cockersand Abbey (kindly loaned for study by Mr. Crabtree).
Several sherds are in the characteristic Silverdale fabric and slaze,
and one bears an incised motif below the rim (~) which can be
paralleled on a sherd recovered from Silverdale. Hr. White has also
drawn my attention to sherds of similar ware from Arnside Tower and
Sedbergh.


